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Robert M. McAlmon 

CONSECRATION 

The achromatism of the sky 
Alters the adagio tempo of my consciousness. 
The avalanche of air inundating me and my plane 
Goes out again from me in coruscating graciousness; 
And, the dissonance of my unrest soothed, 
Makes me devout before spaciousness. 
There is a debacle of various egos within me, 
That refractory memory thrusts before me 
Knowing they will return to me with earth. 
But for the now on high, all the crevices of my being, 
Long filled by glutted life, are cleansed; 
And I know consecration in eternal ether. 

CONSUMMATION 

In pursuit my plane 
Penetrantly perceives 
The ineffable fallacy 
Of premature theories 
On insurmountable space. 

The litany of attack 
Creatively promulgates itself 
To isolated planets 
Startled spectators 
Of my persistence. 
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POETRY: a Magazine of Verse 

Area is fuel to be consumed. 
The wilderness of sky 
Is foliaged resplendent 
Color in permeable black. 
The center of all homage 
Alters with my plane. 

VOLPLANETOR 

Insoluble in high air's quiescency 
My plane, on earth a sophist, naively 
Reconnoitres promiscuously; 
Sinuously, nose retrousse, 
Explores thinning strata 
Of atmosphere, and, volplaning, 
Deems itself a static medium. 
How it routs pusillanimous planets 
From its path at night, 
Dazzling them pyrotechnically! 
My purposelessness is equalled 
By heterogeneous world events. 
Nevertheless the sky's oscularity 
Propitiates my primal impulses, 
And tedium is thwarted. 

PERSPICUITY 

Pirouettes 
My plane 

[320] 
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